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Dingux-THOM: A TO7-70 emulator for Dingux v1.1.0

Hi All,

Thom is one of the best emulator of the Thomson TO7 home computer running on MacOS, Windows and Unix. 

It has been initially written by Sylvain Huet in 1996  (see http://www.sylvain-huet.com), then Eric Botcazou (see
http://nostalgies.thomsonistes.org/) continued this project and added many news features.

Here is a port on Dingoo for Dingux of version that i had previously ported to Gp2X, Wiz and PSP.

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

If you're looking for games and software have a look here :
to7-70 games

Here is a full working binary version :
dingux-thom-v1.1.0-bin.zip

And here is the source code :
dingux-thom-v1.1.0-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in Thomson TO7 at 23:11

Thanks again ZX81!
    Anonymous on Feb 15 2010, 05:02

Nouvellement Merci.
Peux-je te demander un port de l'émulateur "Sim-coupé" ?
    Ruben on Feb 15 2010, 11:57

Thanks ZX-81, never heard of this HC, will try it today. How about a Vectrex Emulator, it is definitely one system, missing on the
Dingoo.
    Chris23235 on Feb 15 2010, 19:27

I should port it one day or the other 

Zx
    zx-81 on Feb 15 2010, 23:20

Hi Zx!!

   Have you seen the Ben nanonote yet?  Looks interesting good possibly for some computer emu's, dosbox, etc.  Wondered what
you thought of it?
    toddj on Apr 14 2010, 21:17

Lol ! It's really amazing, it should be fun to code for it 
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Zx
    zx-81 on Apr 14 2010, 21:58

You have one already?? haha..  I'm thinking about it if a few more items get ported over. If you ever start porting over to it as well,
then I definitely would help the cause! $$$ Thanks!
    toddj on Apr 14 2010, 22:02

Hi Dude,

As you may have seen, i haven't done anything new from a long time now. I'm a bit busy with my "real job" and i can't find time to
develop as much as i would like ... This console seems really fun, but there is no wireless, i'm waitting for such a portable console,
open running linux etc ... but with wifi stuff for all my network applications 

Cheers,         Zx
    zx-81 on Apr 14 2010, 22:11
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